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1> What is Joe DiMaggio's sports discipline? 

 
2> Where was the first Super Bowl held? 

 
3> Sergei Bubka competed in which sports discipline? 

 
4> What city are the Suns from? 

 
5> What are "stocks"? 

 
6> What country is Formula One driver, Kimi Raikkonen, from? 

 
7> What car did Michael Schumacher drive on the Formula One racing track? 

 
8> How many players are there on a volleyball team? 

 
9> What is the name of the game involving horseback riding and mallets? 

 
10> What was Muhammad Ali's former name? 

 
11> On what day is the Super Bowl held? 

 
12> What is pankration? 

 
13> When did snowboarding become a Winter Olympic sport? 

 
14> Snatch and the Clean and Jerk competitions come from which discipline? 

 

15> Which baseball team did Michael Jordan play for? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Baseball - Joe DiMaggio played for the New York Yankees through his entire 
career.  

2> Los Angeles - Los Angeles hosted the Super Bowl only twice.  
3> Pole vault - Sergei Bubka is considered one of the greatest Russian 

sportsmen.  
4> Phoenix - Team colors are purple and orange.  

5> Ski poles - The first ski poles were used for hunting, as well as balancing.  
6> Finland - Kimi was the driver for teams Sauber, McLaren, Ferrari, and now it's 

Lotus.  
7> Ferrari - Schumacher is the only Formula One driver to have ever finished 

each race of the season on the podium.  
8> 6 - A player who cannot shot, but can move freely on the court is called libero.  

9> Polo - Among other countries, polo is popular in Argentina, Chile and Mexico.  
10> Cassius Clay - Muhammad Ali actively opposed the war in Viet Nam.  

11> Sunday - The first Super Bowl was held in 1967.  
12> An ancient type of wrestling - Pankration was incredibly brutal, combining 

wrestling, boxing and additional elements.  
13> 1998 - Snowboarding is a relatively recent Olympic discipline.  

14> Olympic weightlifting - Another weightlifting variant was called continental 
and allowed the weightlifter to put the bar on the belt, before putting it on the 

torso.  
15> White Sox - Michael Jordan also played for the Birmingham Barons. 
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